
The high-performance hull of the boat gives it an exceptional passage at sea. The Patrol’s deep-V composite 
hull, wide chines and large diameter tubes, provide excellent maneuverability and stability on the water, resulting 
in unparalleled onboard safety. The Patrol 670 is a fully modular boat, you can choose to position all the optional 
equipment (Console, Bolster Seat, Bench... ) wherever you want. This modularity makes it possible to meet the 
needs of both professionals (firefighters, coastguards) and individuals (Pleaseure and fishing).  

The specific shape of the hull makes it the perfect boat for professional looking at reaching higher speed at the sea

The  boat is available in PVC Melher or in HYPALON ORCA® fabric from the Belgian company, Pennel and Flipo and 
with division 222.

PATROL 670
RIB’S
FIBERGLASS HULL

EQUIPMENT

EPDM bow roller
Forward locker below deck
Anchor locker
150 L tank
Anti-skid deck
Double anti-skid strip
Bow protection strip
Double grips
Carrying handles
Cone reinforcement
Retractable cleat
Self-bailing boat
Inflator

Console XL (C05)
Console PATROL (C10)
Seat Bolster XL (S02)
Triple XL Patrol Bench (B04)
Triple XL bench seat Patrol (B05)
Double Roll Bar Patrol (R10)
T-Top (T02)
Jockey seats
Towing mast with balcony (A11)
Tube ladder (A12)

OPTIONSTANDARD

Full lenght 6.70 m

Interior lenght 5.30 m

Width 2.68 m

Interior width 1.50 m

Depth 1.40 m

Dead rise bow 23 °

Tube diameter 52 cm

Air chambers 6

Weight 700 kg

Tube inflation pressure 0.25 bar

Passengers 15

Maximum load weight 2836 kg

Maximum power 200 HP

Engine shaft Simple XL

Design category C

Fuel tank 150 L

PVC Black / Grey 19 310 € TTC

PVC Grey 19 310 € TTC

Hypalon Black 25 505 € TTC

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensional and weight tolerances ±10%.
In tropical climates, the use of 3D TENDER PVC boats is excluded from the warranty. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.


